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forgoen future
San Francisco Bay Area, California and
Budapest, Hungary

Worldwide

psybient, psytrance, epic ambient, idm... forgoen future!
Creave Shop Music
CSPublishing (CaliCSPublishing (California), Spirit Music Group (New York)

"Remember The Future"
Asura, Carbon Based Lifeforms, Solar Fields, Lauge &
Baba Ghnom, Joey Fehrenbach

LIVE instrumental performance on unique electronic instruments, dj- and
live mixing tools, synchronized projecon and arst-point-of-view projecon.
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[watch ambient] [watch hi-NRG][listen to psybient]

FORGOTTEN FUTURE is the alias and solo project of planum-album film & electronic music composer,
sound designer Julius Dobos, who is known for his music in such cult movies and television shows
as DragonBall Z, You Don't Mess with the Zohan, MallCop, NCIS.

Dobos launched the FORGOTTEN FUTURE project with the release
of the album "W1" in early 2015.   The album invited audiences for a
musical journey that was unique and personal, both in its sound and
in its concept.

Vincent Villius (Aes Dana of Ulmae Records) and dark ambient
pioneer - mastering engineer Robert Rich also contributed to the
pproducon of the album.

W1 was hotly received by the psybient scene worldwide, and con-
nues to enjoys the support of thousands of fans.

Release of forgoen future: Realignment, featuring
W1 remixes by producers Cubricon and BrokenSine. 
 
forgoen future draws the event's largest crowd to the
electronic music stage at the Annual SubZERO Fesval
in Summer 2016, San Jose, California.

AAstroPilot Music releases forgoen future: Breakthrough
[Chroma Mix]  on the psybient compilaon Colours II.
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B : Sylvia Nory   
tour coordinator  
ph: (+1) 214.707.8106  
sylvia@thecreaveshop.com 

Julius Dobos | forgoen future
composer / dj-performer
jd@forgoenfuturemusic.com
www.forgoenfuturemusic.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9DhXxUX6mo&feature=youtu.be&t=40s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVFjERbvZuE&feature=youtu.be&t=4m10s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OVFjERbvZuE&feature=youtu.be&t=18m2s
mailto:sylvia@thecreativeshop.com
mailto:jd@forgottenfuturemusic.com
http://www.forgottenfuturemusic.com
https://www.google.com/search?q=julius+dobos


||  PRESS  ACCOLADES

||  FRESH STYLE, UNIQUE SOUND

FORGOTTEN FUTURE is more than music.  It is an expression of
sonic & visual aesthecs,  and philosophical concepts.

Evoking strong emoons and deep memories with minimalist and
catchy melodies, dreamy textures and intricate driving rhythmic
paerns, FORGOTTEN FUTURE creates a unique trance-influenced
psybient electronic music experience in an original style of its own.

Unique soundscapes and glitch-y visual textures immediately capture the audience's aenon, while the
forward-driving head-bobbing percussion, rolling basslines, dynamic instrumentaon and synced visuals
hold listeners for a deep and memorable musical journey through each track.
 
FORGOTTEN FUTURE delivers an excing LIVE PERFORMANCE using a mix of electronic instruments & dj tools.

FORGOTTEN FUTURE has been praised and is regularly reviewed by the music press, radio, television and online
programs worldwide, recently including Plugin Alliance TV, HighExistence Magazine, Sonible and the leading
US electronic music radio show, Echoes (naonwide broadcast on NPR).

[click here to watch excerpt]

FORGOTTEN FUTURE: W1 was voted Album of the Month on psybient.org.  
W1 was also chosen & featured as Album of the Month on NPR's Echoes.
FORGOTTEN FUTURE became "#1 Best-Seller in Trip-Hop" on Amazon.com. 
FF drew the Annual SubZERO Fesval’s largest crowd in San Jose, California.

2015
2016
2016
2016

" Forgoen Future is detailed work. Many of the concepts find him quesoning 
   culture, religion and science, including Darwinism.  Julius Dobos has the kind of 
   musical chops that can bring a concept like this to life. "

- John Diliberto
   Host of Echoes

   featuring forgoen future W1 as
The album of the month, February 2016
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